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Introduction I talk to parents and children quite a bit about toilet training. It is a big accomplishment to finally be potty trained as a
toddler. I know it can be a frustrating path to get there. I hope this information is helpful to you.
Signs of readiness
Here are signs to look for to know your child may be ready for potty training:
- Your child is dry at least 2 hours at a time during the day or is dry after naps.
- Your child can tell you when they are about to urinate or a have a bowel movement.
- Your child can follow simple instructions.
- Your child can walk to the bathroom and help undress.
- Your child does not like wet diapers and wants to be changed.
- Your child asks to use the potty or toilet.
- Your child asks to wear big kid underwear.
First steps towards potty training
- Buy a potty. We generally suggest a potty that allows the child’s feet to reach the floor. But children with older sibs may prefer
going on a toilet with a potty seat on top.
- Be a good role model. Many toddlers will follow you into the bathroom. Let them see you go on the toilet and wash your hands
afterwards. You can help prepare them to use the potty by saying “You can sit on your potty too”.
- Decide which words you will use. When I was growing up, it was a naughty word to say “poop” in my house. But that is the word
my kids used to describe bowel movements – we said “pee” and “poop”. You might say “urine” or “number 1” or another word that
works for you. You might use “poop” or “BM” or “number 2” or “poo”. Try to avoid words that put a negative spin on toilet habits –
keep it neutral – so it is best to avoid dirty, naughty, or stinky.
- Watch for the signs. Toddlers may grunt, look like they are concentrating, squat down, stop playing, or other signs before they
have a bowel movement. You will learn your child’s signs. This is a good time to offer to have them sit on the potty. Signs of
urinating are trickier – some children give you no signs. Occasionally kids will pat the front of or tug on their diaper.
- Teach proper hygiene. Show your child how to wipe. Girls should spread their legs apart while wiping and should wipe front to
back. Wiping front to back helps prevent bacteria from spreading from their bottom to their bladder and vagina. Teach your child to
wash their hands after the use the toilet.
- Make it part of the routine. Take your child to the potty when you see the signs of needing to use the potty, first thing after
sleeping overnight or napping, and when your child is getting ready for a bath. Even if they do not use the potty or go right after
getting up from the potty, do not stress – it takes time to do it right.
- Give lots of praise for successes. Everyone will be less stressed about potty training in your home if you can remember to offer
praise, hugs, and high-fives when your child goes on the potty AND act as if it is perfectly fine if there are accidents, lots of sitting
without any actual “potty business”, and other issues. Punishment will just make your child upset and can make it take longer to be
successful at potty training. Many parents find it helpful to make a sticker chart, offer a small treat (raisins, animal crackers, an M&M
candy), or put a penny in a piggy bank for successes on the potty. These kind of small rewards work best if you do it for each small
step: sitting on the potty dressed, sitting on the potty without diaper on, peeing on the potty, and then pooping on the potty.
Although some parents have good success with just praise, a special sticker on a chart or a special treat can go a long way to help
encourage better interest in potty use.
Grandma swears you as a parent were potty trained when you were 18 months old and your child is 18 months old and not yet
potty trained
First: don’t let this stress you out. Nowhere on your child’s college application does it ask when your child was potty-trained. It
will happen and everyone is on a different schedule.
Second: don’t tell the grandparents, but their memory may be fuzzy for the details.
Third: more kids had a stay-at-home parent years ago and some children had a good chance to potty training earlier.

Potty trained but not potty motivated
This is a common issue. Your child has shown signs of success, has peed and pooped on the potty, but will not do it regularly. This
is the best time to practice patience. A researcher at the Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia studies potty training and did a study
with potty resistant children. He had one group of these families regularly do sticker charts, encouraged the kids to regularly sit on
the potty, made a plan for rewards for success, and talked about it regularly. The other group put the potty training “on the back
burner” – the potty was there but they did not regularly talk about it, they did not plan to make trips to the potty regularly, and
stopped any talk of stickers/M&Ms/pennies in a piggy for success. Three to six months later, the group that put the issue on the
“back burner” was almost twice as likely to have their children now potty trained. The researcher (and I agree) said this was a classic
“issue of control”. The child wanted to be in control over this potty training issue. Once the pressure was off, they chose to use the
potty. So if a family says their child cannot start pre-school in 6 weeks because they are not potty-trained, the most likely thing to
work is the put it on the back burner.
Although peer pressure can result in bad things, watching an older sibling or a classmate in daycare use the potty well can be a
powerful motivator.
Your child will pee on the potty but you are having no success with having them poop on the potty
This is so common that for many children it is practically an official step in potty training (although some children skip this step).
And helping kids through this is often a two part job: helping the child be motivated about pooping on the potty AND solving any
constipation that happens. First off, constipation sure can happen because all of a sudden we are expecting the child to hold their
poop until the go on the potty. Once they go, they may have waited long enough that it is a larger, harder to pass bowel movement
and it is not as comfortable to pass as usual. This motivates many children to wait longer to have a bowel movement the next time.
This cycle of waiting and then a less comfortable bowel movement pushes them into a stretch of constipation. Children at this age
have a mind-set called Magical Thinking that can allow them to think “it hurt the last time so I am never going to poop again”. This is
not how it works in real life obviously. Many of these children then need help from us to keep the bowel movements softer: more
water and juice intake, more fiber (whole grains like oats and wheat), less of the foods that tend to constipate (bananas, cheese, and
carrots – 3 staples of toddlers diets), and potentially Milk of Magnesia or Miralax® (see our Constipation protocol). After a few weeks
of keeping the bowel movements (emphasis on weeks – this will take time) softer AND with encouragement, hopefully the cycle of
putting off the bowel movements will be improved.
Now let’s tackle how to encourage the actual pooping on the potty! Many of these kids will not tell you when they need to go or
will but they will poop in their diaper or pull-up. Many times we will hear that a toddler will ask for a pull-up or diaper so they can
poop in it. What to do as a parent? As you can tell, the child does have control over their bowel movements. They just are not going
on the potty. Instead of letting that frustrate you, we can channel that into going on the potty. One strategy is to encourage small
steps in that direction. Encourage your child (bribes may be needed) to go into the bathroom when they poop in their pull-up or
diaper. Then when that is going well, encourage them to sit on the potty in their pull-up or diaper. When that is going well,
encourage them to try sitting there without a pull-up or diaper on. This may take a few weeks to accomplish, but once it happens it
is likely a big breakthrough. Make sure to give lots of praise and maybe a special surprise.
Dr. Barton Schmidt, MD, a pediatrician in Colorado, recommends that if you cannot get past the stage where the child takes off
the diaper or pull-up to poop on the potty to cut a vertical hole in the diaper (do not tell your child). When they are sitting on the
potty and poop, the bowel movement will fall out of the diaper or pull-up into the potty and you can say “Hey, the poop must have
wanted to go in the potty!” This has worked for a number of my patients.
Staying dry at night
There is a whole handout on Bedwetting with more information. But realize many children take a while to stay dry at night even if
they are dry and clean during the day. Although some kids become dry at night when they are potty trained during the day, do not
let anyone at home stress about it – it will happen! Make sure your child empties their bladder and does not drink much before
bedtime.
When do I buy pull-ups?
Pull-ups are an odd piece of the puzzle. For some kids, they are a nice transition to big-kid underwear. For others, they are no
more than a more expensive diaper. If your child is nearly there (keeps their diaper dry most of the time and poops sometimes in the
potty) but when they are out playing or you are out running errands they have been known to have an accident, it is appropriate to
try putting them in a pull-up during the day. Also kids who are doing great during the day who still wet at night will often do well
with a pull-up. That way they can pull it on and off as needed if they use the toilet or potty overnight. If your child does not seem to
treat the pull-up any different than a diaper and they are not independently running to the potty (with the pull-up being easier to
take off by themselves so they can go potty), it will be cheaper to just use diapers.

Do I have my son stand up to pee?
Yes. But realize that the little fella’s aim is not going to be so good. And get used to saying “Point your penis so that the pee goes
in the potty” and cleaning up the pee that does not make it to the potty. Many boys start by sitting and then transition to standing
later. Even while sitting to pee, you often have to say “Point your penis so that the pee goes in the potty”.
When should we put potty training on hold?
Big changes in a family’s life (even happy ones) can mean emotional upheaval for everyone. Moving, a newborn at home, a major
illness, or a death in the family are good examples. These are good reasons to hold off on or pause potty training efforts for a month
or two.
Should I worry that my child is having accidents again when they were potty trained for months?
The good news is that with patience, this phase often passes within a few weeks or months. If your child is not constipated and is
not complaining of discomfort when they urinate, this will likely pass. We want to see children in the office if they are having pain
with urination (to rule-out a bladder/urinary tract infection). If your child is constipated, treating the constipation can help with the
accidents. It turns out that our bladder is right next to the lower intestines and the pressure on the bladder from being constipated
can contribute to accidents. If you have questions about how to treat constipation, see the Constipation protocol.
Grandma says she can potty train my child in a weekend
No offense to grandma, but this is probably not what you and I mean by potty trained. We mean a child who can and does go to
the bathroom, can usually get their clothes on and off to use the potty, routinely pees and poops in the potty or toilet, and initiates
the whole thing themselves (without you having to remind them all the time). What grandma will do is put them in underwear, take
them to the potty every 30 minutes, give them lots of love and praise, and the child will keep their underwear clean and dry (except
for maybe an accident or two). But then real life happens the next few days after this weekend, your child is probably not going to
have magically turned the corner. See below.
When do I put them in underwear (no pull-up or diaper) and see how it goes?
This is successful with a nearly-there toddler who has a lot of success but seems to not be able to get over the hump of routinely
making it to the potty on time. The hope is the “ugh – this wet/dirty underwear feeling is gross” motivates them to regularly pee or
poop in the potty. And it can work. Remember to give a big pep talk about “Spiderman/Elsa/Paw Patrol/the Princesses do not want
pee or poop on them. We need to keep your underwear clean and dry!” If you and your child are quickly getting frustrated after a
few hours or a few days of this strategy, stop and go back to diapers or pull-ups.
My child does great at daycare but then over the weekends we struggle with success going on the potty
This is a common issue. Your child sees all their friends go at daycare and there is a routine a school. When real life and no
awesome peer models (the other kids going on the potty is a huge motivator) interfere, many 2-3 year olds are not as motivated
over the weekends or holidays. Hang in there. Keep up with the gentle reminders (avoid sounding as if you are desperate for them
to go, even if you feel that way!) and a small reward for success (a star on a chart, a small treat, etc.).
Conclusion
If you have questions or concerns that are not covered in the above information, do not hesitate to call during routine office
hours to discuss with the nurses on the phones. Our number is 614-777-1800. Good luck! Your child will get there!
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